
AUDIT COMMITTEE 
Minutes of a meeting of the Audit Committee, held in the Council Chamber, the old Town 
Hall, Letchworth, on Monday 16 March 2020. 

PRESENT 

Geoff Lambert (Chair) (by telephone) 
Vernon McClure 

Philip Moore 

 
IN ATTENDANCE 

Kit Davies (Chief Executive) 
Paul Harte (Group Finance Director) 

Robert Dale (Company Secretary) 

 
INTRODUCTORY 

 Since the previous meeting, Danny Malyon had resigned because his job had been 
transferred to Coventry.  A replacement would be recruited in due course. 

 Geoff Lambert was joining the meeting by telephone, having recently been with people 
who had potentially been in contact with Covid-19 and so was self-isolating.  

ITEM 1A: APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 David Stern. 

ITEM 1B: DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

 None. 

ITEM 1C: MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 

 Minutes of the meeting held on 2 December 2019 were signed as an accurate record 
of proceedings. 

ITEM 1D: MATTERS ARISING 

 Actions had been progressed as follows: 

 Develop a proposal for better reporting of room utilisation data and report to the 
next Audit Committee meeting.  Action complete.  On the agenda at Item 3. 

 Develop processes for collecting data about any ‘management over-rides’ of 
system or process controls and reporting them to the Audit Committee.  Action 
complete.  On the agenda at Item 3. 

 Prepare a description of the assurances available to support audit activity to 
support the assurance column added to the Risk Register.  Action under way.  
This work will come to the next meeting. 

 Incorporate suggested amendments into the text of the Annual Report and 
Financial Statements for 2018/19.  Action complete.  This had been completed 
and the revised text presented to the Board on 9 December 2019. 
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 Prepare ‘Going Concern’ paper for the Board to consider in December 2019.
Action complete.  Action complete.  This was carried out as part of the review
by the Board of the draft Annual Report and Financial Statements.   The auditors
gave an unmodified opinion.

 Schedule a ‘wash up’ meeting with the auditors in early 2020.  Action complete.
The meeting had taken place and a report would be made under Item 5.

 Review internal audit reporting schedule to maximise alignment with dates of
Audit Committee meetings.  Action complete.  On the agenda at Item 3.

 Circulate Draft Treasury Policy for consideration by the Board.  Action
complete.  The proposed policy was approved by the Board in December 2019.

ITEM 2: CORPORATE RISK REGISTER 

 The main change to the corporate risk register since the previous meeting concerned 
the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.  There were operational and financial 
implications from this which were called out separately in the register.

 The Chair used his experience with an NHS Trust to advise that the Board would:

 want assurance that there was an effective process for understanding the risks of 
the pandemic, taking account of public health and government guidance, 
developing action plans and communicating these with staff and governors.

 need to understand when staff and student absence would lead to an inability to 
operate the college effectively and what the financial implications were.

 The regular communications being shared with the Board to date indicated that there 
was a good and effective mechanism for gathering, interpreting and applying the latest 
advice from Public Health England and the government.  The Audit Committee was 
satisfied with the present position in terms of the level and nature of communications. 
The position was being reviewed more than daily and contact was being maintained 
with the other Hertfordshire colleges to ensure actions were co-ordinated.  The Hart 
Schools Trust was also co-ordinating its actions.

 At present, the college could continue to function; 12 staff were in isolation for various 
reasons and 78 students had called in sick.  Parents were contacting the college 
because of concerns about familial risks.  Student Services team members are already 
using a supportive script relating to possible absence based on the most up to date 
guidance.  25 staff at highest risk had been identified as particularly vulnerable 
because of medical conditions; they would be encouraged to remain at home.

 The situation was evolving rapidly however; it might become necessary to make risk-
based decisions about individual curriculum areas – for example, those that had a 
heavy practical component.  It might soon become possible to move to more sustained 
remote teaching and working where possible.  If that were the case, contact would be 
made with the Board beforehand.  Members agreed that this was the right approach.

 Some NHS providers had already stopped all non-essential work – which might have a 
knock-on effect on plans for audit work later in the year.  The College had stopped non-
essential internal and external activities and was arranging to carry out parents’ 
evening consultations by telephones.  Staff appraisal meetings were currently
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continuing.  Governance meetings would take place by teleconference for the rest of 
the spring term and the position would be reviewed after Easter.  

 Members suggested that a single-sheet report identifying material changes to the
2019/20 budget be circulated regularly to the Board.  Work was already under way to
model various scenarios.  The whole sector was concerned about the potential impact
in-year and was already lobbying the government through the Association of Colleges
about managing a fragile financial position.  Contact with Rhys Thomas indicated that
the Agency was aware of the concerns across the sector and the indications were that
there would be help of some kind in due course.  A detailed report would be discussed
by the Finance Committee on 26 March and the Board on 30 March.  The biggest
financial risks during the remainder of the year were associated with apprenticeships
and adult education budget delivery.  The bigger clients - with the exception of the
Royal Berkshire Hospital Trust – were keen to continue using electronic enrolment and
remote webinars to keep apprenticeship programmes running.  This NHS Trust was
pausing apprenticeship programmes to free up staff for more urgent work.

 The Audit Committee was satisfied with the approach being adopted to mitigate the
identified risks and supported the communication process to keep the Board informed.

 Members endorsed the Corporate Risk Register.

ITEM 3: PROGRESS WITH INTERNAL AUDIT RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The Internal Audit programme had been end-loaded; there was a risk that some or all
of this work might not proceed as planned; some NHS Trusts were considering
cancelling this activity this year.

Question: What was the reason for delaying the proposed timing for the GDPR audit?  
This was mainly to help prepare and catch up with actions; the expectation was that the 
audit would highlight areas for development. 

 Work to develop room utilisation reporting and analysis was ongoing.  Members
endorsed the approach and looked forward to seeing the outputs in due course.

 Work also continued on reporting management overrides (if any).  Processes for
securing authorisation in the main areas of risk and the mitigations were built into
business applications and in practice were not over-ridden.

Question: Had auditors made any adverse comments on IT controls in the recent past?  
Neither internal nor external auditors had expressed concerns around IT controls.  A cyber 
security audit had been undertaken by RSM in 2018/19 which had been largely positive. 

 The Audit Committee accepted the report.

ITEM 4: MAZARS FUNDING AUDIT 

 A funding audit had been carried out by Mazars for the Education and Skills Funding
Agency (ESFA) in 2019 and the report detailed the findings.  The outcome had been
the identification of a small underclaim (c0.7% of the total); an unusual result for the
sector as such audits normally resulted in repayments to the Agency.  Even where
100% samples had been tested, errors were minor.
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 This outcome followed an Internal Audit carried out earlier in the year which had given
the team the opportunity to close gaps in practice.  Members agreed that this was a
good example of effective internal audit.

Question: Had the recommendations made in the Mazars report been accepted and 
actioned?  Yes; there had been a good deal of staff training and monitoring and new 
systems had been put in place.  The action plan had been discussed with Mazars and 
alternative suggestions for actions made where appropriate? 

Question: Would there be a report on progress with these recommendations?  Yes, at a 
future meeting of the Audit Committee. 

Action: Include progress report on future Audit Committee agenda. 

 The Audit Committee accepted the report.

ITEM 5: 2018/19 YEAR-END AUDIT PROCESS – LESSONS LEARNED 

 A meeting with the auditors had taken place to consider lessons learned from the
2018/19 process.  Additional steps had been agreed including planning meetings
starting in April 2020 which would be minuted.  The audit timetable had been adjusted
to provide for slightly later interim and final audit work (the latter to take place later in
October so that the final ILR submission had been completed by the time of the audit).
This would leave a tighter window to produce accounts but should permit a more
complete draft to be available at the start of the process.

 The Audit Committee welcomed the report.

ITEM 6: REPORT OF DATA BREACH 

 The paper summarised the circumstances associated with a successful malicious data
security breach that had been identified at the college shortly before Christmas 2019.
The breach had been reported to the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) and
plans to notify those individuals at most risk of harm as a result put into effect.  The
ICO case officer had confirmed that ‘regulatory action’ would not be required and had
been satisfied that the actions taken were reasonable and appropriate.  Additional
security measures had been put in place to mitigate the risk of a similar attack
succeeding in future, but staff were conscious that attacks continued to become more
sophisticated and harder to detect.

Question: Had the awareness of staff been tested by a deliberate in house ‘phishing’ email?  
Not at this stage.  There were regular reminders about being wary of unexpected 
communications, but attacks were becoming increasingly hard to pick out from a genuine 
colleague or client email, as the recent event suggested.  Consideration would be given to 
setting up such a test in the next few months. 

Action: Discuss options for ‘ethical hack’ testing of staff awareness. 

 The Audit Committee accepted the report.

ITEM 7: FE COMMISSIONER’S ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19 

 The annual report highlighted the importance of the FE Commissioner’s Diagnostic
Assessment work for colleges and the benefit of the Structure and Prospects Appraisal
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mechanism for those facing financial difficulties.  The Board would keep these options 
in mind as the college’s recovery plans progressed. 

 Members noted the report.

ITEM 8 FRAUD AND WHISTLEBLOWING 

 No instances of fraud had been reported and no new whistleblowing cases had come
to light since the previous meeting.

 Members accepted the report.

ITEM 9: GIFTS AND HOSPITALITY REGISTER 

 One declaration had been made since the previous meeting.  This concerned
attendance by an IT team member at an educational software conference and
exhibition in support of a Microsoft stand.  This involved the provision of hotel
accommodation and meals.  Microsoft had provided a letter describing the hospitality
which it used with all public sector entities.

 Members accepted the report.

ITEM 10: CLOSED SESSION 

 No one had asked for a confidential discussion with the Committee and so Members
decided that a closed session was not required.

ITEM 11: ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

 None.

ITEM 12: DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

 Monday 1 June 2020, starting at 18.30, at the old Town Hall, Letchworth.

………………………………………………………………….. …………… 

Signed as an accurate record  Chair Date 

ACTION LOG 

Meeting Minute 
Reference 

Summary of Action Who When 

02/12/19 2. Prepare a description of the assurances 
available to support audit activity to 
support the assurance column added to 
the Risk Register. 

Paul Harte 28/02/20 

16/03/20 4. Include progress report on future Audit 
Committee agenda. 

Robert Dale 31/03/20 
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16/03/20 6. Discuss options for ‘ethical hack’ testing 
of staff awareness. 

Paul Harte 30/04/20 
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